The geography-based (geo-based) resource selection algorithm is one of the feasibility schemes of third-generation partnership project (3GPP). However, most researches about it ignore the impacts of boundary interference and vehicle density. Therefore, this paper firstly puts forward an enhanced geo-based resource selection algorithm (EGRSA). This algorithm can eliminate the boundary interference through randomizing subframes of each sub resource pool. On the basis of EGRSA, the dynamic geo-based resource selection algorithm (DGRSA) is proposed to guarantee the reliability of communication when vehicle density is nonuniform. In DGRSA, mapping relationships are changed dynamically by grouping and optimal matching, and the size of each sub resource pool can also be adjusted. The system level simulation results indicate that the EGRSA is able to improve the packet reception ratio (PRR) and reduce the number of boundary collisions. Meanwhile, the proposed DGRSA further promotes the PRR when vehicle density is in a non-uniformity distribution because of traffic jam.
Introduction
With the development of telecommunication technologies and sensor techniques, intelligent transportation system (ITS) is regarded as a major development direction in the transportation field. In order to support the realtime, accuracy and efficiency of ITS, an early form of the Internet of Vehicles is proposed, which is called vehicular ad hoc network (VANET). VANET is a type of mobile ad hoc network (MANET). It provides communication service among vehicles or between vehicles and road side units (RSUs) without the help of any infrastructure [1, 2] .
In recent years, the Internet of Vehicles is officially identified as a typical scene in fifth-generation (5G). So, the third-generation partnership project (3GPP) intends to implement it based on the long-term evolution (LTE) network, which is known as long-term evolution-vehicle (LTE-V). The LTE-V supports multiple types of application including vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V), vehicle-to-infrastructure/network (V2I/N), and vehicleto-pedestrian (V2P) [3] . 3GPP accepts the project proposal for LTE-V in 2015, which indicates the beginning *Correspondence: s965855@bupt.edu.cn Beijing University of Posts and Telecommunications, Xitucheng Road, 100876 Beijing, China of standardization work. The fundamental part of V2I/N and V2P standardization has been finished in March 2017. As a core of LTE-V, the standardization of V2V has been almost completed in September 2016 and will be totally finished in 2018.
During the standardization of V2V, two major communication scenarios and two operating modes of vehicle user equipment (VUE) are put forward. As shown in Fig. 1 , VUE transmits data directly to others by a sidelink way without the participation of base station (BS) in scenario 1. On the other hand, VUE transmits data to BS firstly and then the BS forwards data to other VUEs in scenario 2. As for two operating modes, one is that all VUEs autonomous select time-frequency resource block to transmit data packets, another is that BS allocates resource for every VUE. Obviously, the VUE selecting resource block autonomously is suitable for communication scenario 1. However, packet collision will be extended because of the less control from BS in this situation. The packet collision means that there are several users select a same time-frequency resource block to transmit data packets. Hence, a proper autonomous resource selection algorithm needs to be designed to help VUEs avoid collisions. If every VUE selects a reasonable resource, the probability of different VUEs transmit data at the same time and in the same sub frequency band is going to be reduced. So, the interference between VUEs will drop steeply and most receivers have a high probability to decode signals successfully.
At the 83rd meeting of 3GPP's RAN1 group, the autonomous resource selection algorithms are classified into three sets. First, random selection algorithm. Second, energy sensing algorithm. Third, geography-based (geo-based) selection algorithm [4] . As for energy sensing algorithm, some concrete schemes are discussed and proposed. In [5] , an algorithm that every VUE detects the average received energy on every resource block before it is ready to transmit a message is proposed. Another energy sensing algorithm based on schedule assignment (SA) decoding is discussed in [6, 7] and is standardized in [8] .
The geo-based resource selection algorithm is not specifically determined. There are two types of it, which are called fine geo knowledge selection algorithm and coarse geo knowledge selection algorithm respectively. In fine geo knowledge selection algorithm, as long as the location of a VUE is acquired, the resource block selected by this VUE is also determined [9, 10] . Some contributions introduce serial interference cancellation (SIC) into the fine geo knowledge selection algorithm [11, 12] . In coarse geo knowledge selection algorithm, VUE cannot determine the resource block only by location. It can just determine a sub resource pool instead. Some other resource selection algorithms need to work in cooperation to help the VUE select a proper resource block in the corresponding sub resource pool [9, 10, [13] [14] [15] . In [16] , a novel algorithm that combines the energy sensing algorithm and the geo-based algorithm together is proposed and the paper modifies the energy sensing algorithm to settle the near-far problem caused by in-band emission. The work in [17] continues to use the resource selection algorithm in device-to-device (D2D) and adds geographic information into this algorithm to apply in V2V broadcast communication. In [18] , the destinations of resource allocation are maximizing the number of concurrent transmissions and improving spectrum efficiency in the context of guaranteeing the quality of transmission. The author in [19] intends to utilize the dynamic clustering mechanism to group VUEs in zones and then transforms the resource allocation in each zone into a many-to-one matching game. The optimal matching procedure of bipartite graph has been used in D2D resource allocation in contribution [20, 21] .
All of above researches for the geo-based resource selection algorithm point out that this type of algorithm can solve the problem of hidden node, save power consumption, and so on. The problem of hidden node is indicated in Fig. 2 , it means that the VUEs who cannot discover each other have the possibility to select the same resource block. Thus, collision happens and interference raises up. Just like the red VUE and the blue one select a same resource block to send signals to the yellow VUE. Because they cannot find each other on account of the building block and the distance.
However, most contributions above design and analyze their geo-based algorithms in a single special scene, such as Manhattan urban scene which is standardized in [3] . So, they ignore the interference at the boundary when there are several scenes simultaneously. In the meanwhile, none of above researches consider the impact of vehicle density on geo-based algorithms. The size of each geographic area and each sub resource pool in their algorithms is constant. When traffic jams take place so that vehicle density is nonuniform, all the existing geo-based algorithms above will perform not good enough in the aspect of reliability. Therefore, the study of geo-based resource selection algorithm in LTE-V is not sufficient.
On the basis of above analysis, this paper proposes an enhanced geo-based resource selection algorithm (EGRSA) which includes the solution of eliminating boundary interference. This EGRSA can show advantages in the aspect of reliability compared to energy sensing algorithm, and it can be commonly used in various scenes. But we find that the proposed EGRSA is also easy to be impacted by vehicle density and then performs poorly like most existing geo-based algorithms, so we put forward the dynamic geo-based resource selection algorithm (DGRSA) to promote the reliability in development. The DGRSA inherits all the advantages of EGRSA and guarantees a significant possibility for VUEs to decode data packets successfully when vehicle density is nonuniform.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the definition of resource pool and review some resource selection algorithms. The EGRSA and the DGRSA are demonstrated detailed in Sections 3 and 4, respectively. Experimental method is described in Section 5. Section 6 presents the simulation results and discussions. Finally, Section 7 is the conclusion. Figure 3 indicates the model of a time-frequency resource pool. A resource pool consists of lots of resource blocks. A specific subframe and a specific sub frequency band determine a resource block together as can be seen in the figure. When a VUE is ready to transmit a data packet, it has to decide when to transmit and in which frequency band to transmit, namely selecting a resource block in the resource pool. When there are several VUEs select the same resource block, collision happens and these VUEs will interfere with each other. So, the destination of all the Fig. 3 The model of resource pool. The minimum unit in time domain is a subframe. The minimum unit in frequency domain is a sub frequency band. A specific subframe and a specific sub frequency band determine a resource block in the resource pool resource selection algorithms is to prevent several VUEs from selecting the same resource block.
Related work

Resource pool
Sensing algorithm
The energy sensing algorithm in contribution [5] can make VUEs avoid collisions effectively. We call it sensing algorithm for short. The main idea of sensing algorithm is that each VUE will detect the average received energy on every resource block, and then rank resource blocks on the basis of energy. The VUE is apt to choose the resource block which has relatively low energy. The resource block with relatively low energy has two explanations, one case is that there is no or just few VUEs use this resource block, another case is that although other VUEs are using this resource block, they are far away from the detecting VUE. Both cases are beneficial for the detecting VUE to select this resource block to transmit. After that, the VUE compares the resource block selected through ranking and the resource block originally owned. Final result is determined according to which one has the lower energy. This algorithm is a distributed procedure, because all of the VUEs have to detect average received energy in the resource pool before transmitting. At the same time, this algorithm profits from the semi-persistent transmission of V2V regulated by 3GPP so that it can avoid collisions and improve the reliability. The process of sensing algorithm is summarized in Fig. 4 . 
Geo-based resource selection algorithm
As shown in Fig. 5 , the main ideas of geo-based resource selection algorithm are dividing the whole region into separate geographic areas and mapping every area into a resource block or a sub resource pool. The partition of the region and the mapping relationships are always provided by BS or other infrastructures. After a VUE gets the information above from BS, it will firstly find which geographic area it is belonging to and then autonomous select a proper resource block through the mapping relationships.
Fine geo knowledge selection algorithm
If every geographic area is partitioned small enough, each area can map into a single resource block, namely fine geo knowledge. In this situation, the VUE decides to select a resource block as soon as it determines the geographic area which it is located in. However, if there are two VUEs located so close to each other that they belong to the same geographic area, it is certain that they select the same resource block and the collision happens. In order to eliminate interference between such two VUEs who are located in one area, the technology of SIC can be used.
Coarse geo knowledge selection algorithm
On the other hand, if every geographic area is partitioned large enough which includes a quantity of VUEs, such area may map into a number of resource blocks. In other words, it maps into a sub resource pool. This way is called coarse geo knowledge. However, the VUE just can determine a sub resource pool only by location in this way. So, it needs to use some extra resource selection algorithms like the sensing algorithm above to select a resource block in the corresponding sub resource pool.
All of our geo-based resource selection algorithms in this paper concentrate in coarse geo knowledge selection algorithm because it is more flexible. The coarse geo knowledge selection algorithm can address the problem of hidden node, save energy consumption, and increase the rate of convergence. These advantages will be demonstrated detailed in combination with our proposed algorithms. In addition, this paper uses the standardized Manhattan urban scene [3] to illustrate and simulate our algorithms, but the main ideas and advantages of our proposed algorithms are applicable to any scene.
The enhanced geo-based resource selection algorithm
The EGSRA is a type of coarse geo knowledge selection algorithm. Most of all, it can eliminate the boundary interference. The general process and advantage analysis of it are presented as follows. Geo-based resource selection algorithm. Figure 5 describes the main idea of geo-based resource selection algorithm including fine geo knowledge selection algorithm and coarse geo knowledge selection algorithm. Arrays in this figure represent mapping relationships between geographic areas and resource blocks
General process of the EGRSA
The general process of EGRSA can be divided into the following steps.
3.1.1
Step 1: partition of urban scene and resource pool
As can be seen in Fig. 6 , the Manhattan urban scene consists of nine same-sized blocks. In order to decrease interference, the distance between areas which map into the same sub resource pool should be larger than double vehicle communication distance. By the way, vehicle communication distance is around 300 m. Because the size of Manhattan urban scene is 1299 m × 750 m, the amount of areas which reuse the same sub resource pool is suitable set to 2. So, we partition the whole scene into 16 geographic areas according to intersections like in Fig. 6 . The size of each area is marked in red. The numbers in Fig. 6 represent the mapping relationships from geographic areas to sub resource pools. For example, both the area which the blue VUE located in and the area which the green VUE located in map into the fourth sub resource pool. It means that the VUEs in these two areas use the same sub resource pool. The resource pool is divided into eight sub resource pools. Because when we partition the urban scene above, the amount of areas which reuse the same sub resource pool is equal to 2. And there are 16 geographic areas totally in the urban scene. The partition of resource pool follows time division multiplex (TDM) rules as can be seen in Fig. 7 . Each sub resource pool randomly rather than sequently occupies a certain amount of subframes in the time domain.
So far, the partition work is finished and the manyto-one mappings from geographic areas to sub resource pools are built successfully. BS or other infrastructures will broadcast these information to VUEs.
Step 2: VUEs autonomous select resource blocks
After receiving the partition information and the mapping relationships successfully, the VUE gets the location of itself by global position system (GPS) or other positioning technologies and then judges which area it is in. According to the mapping relationship of this area, the VUE should find out the corresponding sub resource pool. Finally, the VUE can select a suitable resource block to transmit data in the sub resource pool through the sensing algorithm described in Section 2.
Here, we list the EGRSA procedure in Table 1 . The preparation work is always done by BS or other infrastructures to provide mapping relationships for VUEs. On this basis, VUEs run selection work to select an appropriate resource block in the sub resource pool.
Advantage analysis
Just like most geo-based resource selection algorithms, the EGRSA has some advantages compared with sensing algorithm such as solving the problem of hidden node, saving energy consumption, and accelerating convergence. Simultaneously, our proposed EGRSA has another advantage which most geo-based resource selection algorithms do not have, namely eliminating the boundary interference. 
Solve the problem of hidden node
First, the EGRSA can solve the problem of hidden node. In Fig. 6 , the blue VUE cannot hear the red one because of the severe path loss between different sides of a building. Therefore, the blue one will consider that the resource block used by red VUE is unoccupied when sensing algorithm is used. So, if the blue one selects this resource block, collision takes place in this way. Actually, the blue user and the red user are not far apart, so the VUE like the yellow one may not decode the blue VUE's messages 2. Divide the resource pool into separate and equal-sized sub resource pools.
3. Build and broadcast the mapping relationships between geographic areas and sub resource pools.
Selection work for VUEs:
1. Get the geographic location.
2. Judge which geographic area it is in.
3. Find out the corresponding sub resource pool through the mapping relationships.
4. Select a resource block in the sub resource pool by sensing algorithm.
in right on account of the interference from the red user and vice versa. On the contrary, the problem is easy to be settled in EGRSA. It is obvious that the blue one and the red one use different sub resource pools, so that they would not select the same resource block when EGRSA is utilized. The VUE who may be in collision with the blue one is in the same area with it, or in the area where the green VUE located. If there is a VUE in the same area with the blue one, the resource block it uses will have a high level of energy in certain. Consequently, the blue VUE is not going to select this resource block, so the collision is avoided. In another case, the VUEs in the same area with the green vehicle are possible to collide with the blue one, because they use the same sub resource pool with blue VUE and they cannot hear it in such a distance. However, these VUEs are far apart more than double vehicle communication distance to the blue one so that the interference from them can be neglected although collision happens. Therefore, the problem of hidden node is addressed.
Save energy consumption and accelerate convergence
Second, if a VUE uses the sensing algorithm, it has to detect the entire resource pool. But the VUE only needs to detect a sub resource pool instead when it performs the EGRSA. This algorithm saves energy consumption. In addition, sensing algorithm is a selfish procedure. Every VUE tries best to select the most suitable resource block from its own point of view, but the simulation result proves that all of VUEs can find a proper resource block after some time. In other words, the sensing algorithm needs time to converge. Hence, the smaller the resource pool is, the shorter convergence time of the algorithm needs.
Eliminate the boundary interference
Third, we consider a more practical scene where there are several Manhattan urban scenes simultaneously. It's improper that the partition of all scenes is managed by a same BS. Hence, when there are two Manhattan scenes adjacent to each other and the partition of these two scenes is done by different BSs, the problem in Fig. 8 is generated. Both the two areas belong to different Manhattan scenes mapped into the same fifth sub resource pool coincidentally, and the distance between them is quite close. So, if the VUEs in these two areas select the same one resource block, a severe interference will appear, namely the boundary interference. The problem is also indicated in the situation of the seventh sub resource pool in this figure.
In order to settle this issue, the subframes are determined randomly rather than sequently in one sub resource pool in our proposed EGRSA. If the partition work of two Manhattan scenes is done by different BSs as shown in Fig. 8 , subframes selected in these two scenes to form the fifth sub resource pool are also different. Therefore, although the two areas are mapped into the same fifth sub resource pool, they use different subframes actually. Collisions are avoided efficiently in this way so that boundary interference is eliminated.
With eliminating the boundary interference, we can divide any scene into several sub scenes like the Manhattan urban scene and use the EGRSA in every subscene separately. Therefore, although the EGRSA is designed and illustrated in Manhattan urban scene, it is able to be used in any scene actually. This advantage makes the EGRSA applicable in more general scenes.
The dynamic geo-based resource selection algorithm
Demand analysis
The EGRSA and other geo-based resource selection algorithms are easy to be impacted by vehicle density. In these schemes, all the sub resource pools are equal-sized, and the size cannot be adjusted. This will lead to some troubles as follows when traffic jams take place.
• The number of VUEs in a jam area may be much larger than the amount of resource blocks in the corresponding sub resource pool. The resource blocks are not enough, so collisions are bound to be generated in this situation no matter what kind of algorithm is performed.
• There may be few VUEs in an unblocked geographic area. If this unblocked area still maps into a normal-sized sub resource pool, most of resource blocks in this sub resource pool are unoccupied so that resource blocks are wasted.
• If a jam geographic area and an unblocked geographic area are mapped into the same sub resource pool. The unblocked area which has lesser VUEs does not These problems will increase the possibility of collision and reduce the utilization efficiency of resource. As we know, traffic jams are common in our daily life, so the problems above should be addressed. Thus, this paper proposes the DGRSA to guarantee the reliability when vehicle density is in a non-uniformity distribution because of traffic jam.
General process of the DGRSA
The DGRSA is modified from EGRSA, and it is an optimized version. So, the geographic division of Manhattan scene is the same as that of the EGRSA. We just add some extra steps in the preparation work of EGRSA to adjust the mapping relationships and the size of each sub resource pool. Table 2 lists the procedure of DGRSA and the difference in preparation work can be reflected clearly. The newly added steps will be demonstrated in detail after Table 2 .
Divide geographic areas into two groups dynamically
In EGRSA, we mention that the number of areas which reuse the same sub resource pool is suitable set to 2 because of the vehicle communication distance and the size of Manhattan urban scene. Therefore, all of geographic areas are also divided into two same-sized groups here. We define that the size of each group is M and M is equal to 8 obviously. Every area will find a partner Table 2 The DGRSA procedure Preparation work for BS:
1. Divide the Manhattan scene into separate and equal-sized geographic areas according to intersections.
Divide geographic areas into two groups dynamically.
3. Decide the geographic area pair to reuse the same sub resource pool by optimal matching.
Adjust the size of each sub resource pool according to the density of VUEs.
5. Build and broadcast the mapping relationships between geographic areas and sub resource pools.
The contents which are italicized in Table 2 are used to point out the difference between EGRSA and DGRSA in another group to become the geographic area pair to reuse the same sub resource pool. The grouping rules are indicated below.
• The areas in a same group should distribute concentrated and close to each other. Because they will map into different and orthogonal sub resource pools.
• The number of jam areas in two groups should be roughly equal so as to decrease the possibility of the jam area and the unblocked area mapping into a same sub resource pool.
On the basis of these rules, we put forward a dynamic grouping method which is listed in Table 3 and an example of this grouping method is demonstrated in Fig. 9 .
First, all the geographic areas and their connected relations are abstracted to a graph. As can be observed in Fig. 9 , every node represents a geographic area. Nodes with red markers are the jam areas; hence, there are four jam areas in our example. Second, a parameter Num is calculated to decide how many jam areas the group 1 should contain.
Num total is the total number of jam areas, and is the top integral function. In Fig. 9 , the Num is equal to 2 obviously. In other words, every group is going to contain two jam areas in this example.
After that, the breadth first search (BFS) is used to ensure areas in the same group close to each other. The BFS is a common search strategy of the connected graph and it searches nodes in a radial way from a start point. So, we have to decide a start point of BFS, four corners of the abstracted graph are ideal candidates. Meanwhile, in order to search for more jam areas in our method, one of Table 3 The dynamic grouping method the four corners is determined based on the distribution of jam areas. A simple voting system is built. Every jam area has four votes for the four corners. The distance between a jam area and a corner is closer, the value of the vote is larger. In our case, the top left corner is selected through the voting system. Then, the process of BFS begins and every area that has just been searched is classified into group 1. The nodes are gradually colored in corresponding in Fig. 9 . When the number of jam areas in group 1 is larger than Num, the most isolated jam area will be taken out. The most isolated jam area is calculated as:
N temp is the amount of jam areas that have been searched. i and j are the index of jam areas. So, x i and y i represent the horizontal and vertical coordinate respectively of the ith jam area. The most isolated jam area is the farthest area to others.
The BFS process will continue until the size of group 1 is equal to M. And group 2 consists of the rest of areas. The grouping result of our case is also indicated in Fig. 9 .
All in all, this method will classify all of areas into two same-sized groups during the process of BFS, and the number of jam areas in each group is roughly equal.
Decide the geographic area pair to reuse the same sub resource pool by optimal matching
After dividing geographic areas into two groups, the next thing is to make every area in group 1 find out a unique area in group 2 to reuse the same sub resource pool, namely deciding geographic area pairs between two groups. The areas which reuse the same sub resource pool have to obey the rules as follows:
• If area i reuses with area j, they belong to different groups.
• If area i reuses with area j, it is not allowable that another area k reuses with i or j.
On this basis, we transform the problem of deciding geographic area pairs between two groups into a matching game in a bipartite graph like in Fig. 10 .
The two sets of nodes represent the two groups of areas. Every node in left will find a matching object in right. Green lines in Fig. 10 are one of the matching results. In order to increase the resource utilization efficiency and weaken the impact of hidden node, an optimal matching result needs to be computed. There is a weight between every two nodes in different sets. After setting these weights, the classical Kuhn-Munkres (KM) algorithm can Fig. 9 The process of the proposed dynamic grouping method. Each node represents a geographic area. Nodes with red maker are jam areas. Two geographic area groups are distinguished with different colors finally be used to search out an optimal matching result. The result tells us which two areas are most suitable to reuse the same sub resource pool.
To set the weight rationally, two factors are considered. One is distance factor, another is vehicle density factor.
The distance factor is considered firstly. The distance between areas which reuse the same sub resource pool should be as far as possible to weaken the impact of hidden node. So, when the distance between two areas is far, the weight between corresponding nodes ought to be large. To facilitate calculation, the normalization has to be done meanwhile. Therefore, we define the weight for distance:
L ij 1 represents the weight for distance between node i and node j. Distance ij is the distance between area i and area j, Distance max is the maximal distance between geographic areas. The distance between areas is greater, the according weight is larger in this equation. Only the areas which are located far enough to each other can become the geographic area pair, because the weight between them is large enough.
Secondly, vehicle density factor should also be considered in order to avoid wasting resource blocks. We hope that the areas matched successfully are not only far from each other but also having approximately the same vehicle density. So, when the vehicle density of two areas is close, the weight between corresponding nodes ought to be large. The weight for density is presented:
L ij 2 represents the weight for density between node i and node j, density i and density j are the vehicle density in area i and area j, respectively. If the vehicle density of area i and area j is similar, the L ij 2 approaches 1. This weight is useful to prevent a jam area and an unblocked area from mapping into a same sub resource pool. Because the vehicle density of them is very different, the according weight approaches 0.
The final weight between node i and node j is proposed below:
w 1 and w 2 are the proportion of distance factor and vehicle density factor. The optimal matching result is computed through the classical KM algorithm in graph theory: arg max
This optimal result is a group of node pairs which can maximize the sum of each pair's weight. Hence, this result is also a group of geographic area pairs and the areas in each pair are the most suitable to reuse a same sub resource pool in a global perspective. i k -j k represents the kth geographic area pair, and M is the amount of geographic pairs which is equal to the size of every group.
In a word, every area in group 1 can find out a global optimal area in group 2 to become a geographic area pair and reuse the same sub resource pool after this step. And the areas in each pair have approximately the same vehicle density and are as far apart as possible.
Adjust the size of each sub resource pool according to the density of VUEs
As mentioned above, the areas which map into a same sub resource pool are adjusted by grouping and matching. Although the density of VUEs in the two areas matched together is similar, the density of VUEs between geographic area pairs is different. Obviously, if two jam areas become a geographic area pair, this pair needs a bigger sub resource pool than other pairs. So, we adjust the size of each sub resource pool according to the vehicle density in each pair next. First, we calculate the maximum value of vehicle density in each area pair:
density i k and density j k are the vehicle density in area i k and area j k , respectively. And the geographic pair i k -j k consists of area i k and area j k . It is easy to understand that if the sub resource pool is big enough for the area inclusive of more vehicles, it is enough for the another area certainly. So, we use the maximum value to divide the resource pool. The size of each sub resource pool is given as:
R k denotes the number of subframes occupied by sub resource pool k which is corresponding to geographic area pair i k -j k , and T total is the number of total subframes in the resource pool. The division of resource pool still obeys TDM rules and every sub resource pool randomly occupies different amounts of subframes in the time domain.
So far, the mapping relationships and the size of each sub resource pool are adjusted based on vehicle density. The BS can broadcast these information to VUEs after these steps.
Advantage analysis
The DGRSA inherits all the advantages of EGRSA. It can also be used in any scene as long as divide the scene into subscenes like the Manhattan scene and use DGRSA in each sub scene separately. Besides, if vehicle density in a subscene is nonuniform, the DGRSA is still expected to perform well in the aspects of reliability and resource utilization. Because it can adjust the areas which reuse the same sub resource pool and the size of corresponding sub resource pool based on vehicle density.
The newly added steps have their advantages respectively.
• If all jam areas distribute in a same group, each jam area will surely select an unblocked area to reuse the same sub resource pool so that resource blocks are wasted. Hence, we design the dynamic grouping method to make sure the number of jam areas in each group roughly equal to avoid this problem.
• When we set the weight between nodes to calculate optimal matching result, the weight for distance makes the areas which are close to each other cannot become the geographic pair so that the problem of hidden node is addressed. In the meanwhile, the weight for density can avoid a jam area reusing with an unblocked area so that the problem of resource wasting is addressed.
• By adjusting the size of each sub resource pool based on vehicle density in each matched geographic area pair, the possibility of collisions will be decreased and the utilization of resource blocks is also more reasonable.
Experimental
The proposed EGRSA and DGRSA are illustrated and analyzed detailed in above sections. It is necessary to evaluate the performance of them through building a system level simulation platform. The simulation scene is the standardized Manhattan urban scene defined by 3GPP. As shown in Fig. 11 , there are 9 blocks and 16 intersections in an urban scene. The numbers in Fig. 11 are the labels of intersections and they are also the labels of geographic areas when geographic partition is done in EGRSA or DGRSA. For each block, the size is 433 m × 250 m; hence, the total size of urban scene is 1299 m × 750 m. The width of every road is equal to 3.5 m. There are two patterns which can be selected for VUE's amount and speed, 600 VUEs and 60 km/h As for channel modeling, Winner+ Channel Model is utilized [3] . We choose the B1 case in this channel model, and the antenna height is set to 1.5 m. The channel fading and the position of VUEs are updated every 100 ms. All of VUEs transmit data packets periodically with the period of 100 ms, and the message sequence is a 300-bytes message followed by four 190-bytes messages. The initial message production time of every VUE is generated randomly.
The total frequency bandwidth is 10 MHz. In our simulation, the total bandwidth is divided into five sub frequency bands. In the time domain, a subframe represents 1 ms, so there are 100 subframes in one transmit period. Obviously, the total amount of resource blocks is 500 in this way. Other parameters are listed in Table 4 .
Algorithms related to EGRSA are simulated and compared in a normal Manhattan urban scene as introduced above, with the pattern of 600 VUEs and 60 km/h. In order to simulate the scene which is similar to daily life, a modified Manhattan urban scene which includes some traffic jams is designed and realized. Algorithms related to DGRSA are emulated and compared in the modified one.
In simulation, the packet reception ratio (PRR) is used to evaluate the reliability of communication. The PRR is the success rate of decoding messages, namely the number of packets decoded successfully divides the number of total packets. Thus, if the PRR keeps a high level, most VUEs are likely to decode data packets successfully. 
Simulation results and discussions
In the following, the system level simulation results are presented. Figure 12 presents the PRR curve that changes with distance for EGRSA in a Manhattan urban scene. We select the sensing algorithm mentioned above and random selection algorithm as comparisons. In random selection algorithm, each VUE selects a resource block randomly. As can be observed in this figure, both sensing algorithm and EGRSA are capable of increasing PRR with respect to random selection algorithm. This can be explained that both of them can avoid collisions by energy sensing. Meanwhile, the EGRSA obtains a stable gain about 2-3% than sensing algorithm because it can solve the problem of hidden node according to the analysis in Section 3. It means that the VUE which uses EGRSA is more likely to decode a data packet successfully. The gain between EGRSA and sensing algorithm can be amplified further if the detecting precision of sensing algorithm decreases. In our simulation, detecting precision is decuple than noise. When the power of signal is decuple than noise, the detecting VUE will consider the resource block is occupied.
Results and discussions for EGRSA
Boundary interference is not a universal phenomenon, and it only involves a part of VUEs on the boundary of each scene. Hence, it cannot be reflected in PRR obviously because PRR is calculated based on all VUEs. In order to prove that EGRSA can eliminate boundary interference, we calculate out the distribution of boundary collision pairs during the simulation in Fig. 13 .
Because boundary interference is a typical issue in geobased algorithm, two geo-based algorithms in the following are selected as comparison schemes. In [9] , a resource block is determined randomly in a sub resource pool when geo-based resource selection algorithm is utilized. We call it random geo-based resource selection algorithm
The number of boundary collision pairs on a resource block The number of each case during the simulation SGRSA RGRSA EGRSA Fig. 13 The distribution of boundary collision pairs. The numbers on the horizontal axis indicate how many boundary collision pairs exist on a resource block. The vertical axis represents the number of each case which occurred during the simulation. Two geo-based algorithms, namely random geo-based resource selection algorithm (RGRSA) and sensing geo-based resource selection algorithm (SGRSA) in contribution [9] and [14] , respectively, are selected as comparison schemes. The proposed enhanced geo-based resource selection algorithm (EGRSA) is indicated in yellow. The RGRSA and the SGRSA are indicated in orange and blue, respectively (RGRSA). Intel [14] discusses the combination of sensing algorithm and geo-based algorithm but it does not take the boundary interference into consideration. We call it sensing geo-based resource selection algorithm (SGRSA). We implement them in a Manhattan urban scene. A boundary collision pair represents two VUEs satisfying the three conditions below. First, they are located on the boundary of different scenes. Second, they use the same resource block so that they collide with each other. Third, the distance between them is smaller than double vehicle communication range. The vehicle communication range is equal to 300 m in urban. Thus, if a boundary collision pair exists, a severe interference between the two VUEs in this pair will appear.
The numbers on horizontal axis of Fig. 13 indicate how many boundary collision pairs exist on a resource block. The vertical axis represents the number of each case which occurred during the simulation. In this figure, the number of boundary collision pair occurrence is reduced obviously when EGRSA is used. EGRSA and SGRSA are superior to RGRSA because some boundary collisions are avoided based on energy sensing. And EGRSA shows a better performance than SGRSA on account of randomizing each sub resource pool. Therefore, the EGRSA can reduce boundary collisions and eliminate boundary interference to some degree but most of geo-based algorithms cannot.
Results and discussions for DGRSA
For the sake of simulating traffic jams in urban, vehicles are deployed centralized in some specific areas as shown in the size of each sub resource pool when EGRSA is used. As mentioned above, each sub resource pool is divided equally in EGRSA. There are 500 resource blocks and 8 sub resource pools in the simulation, so the size is roughly equal to 62. The amounts of VUEs in the above four areas are much larger than the red line. It means that collisions must be generated among VUEs in these four areas when EGRSA is performed because resource blocks are not enough. This is a major problem of EGRSA as well as some other geo-based resource selection algorithms when vehicle density is nonuniform. The proposed DGRSA can solve this problem efficiently.
In Fig. 15 , there are 16 stars representing our 16 geographic areas. And the stars around with a red circle are the jam areas in Fig. 14 . Indexes of them are 1, 2, 7, and 8 in accordance with the above. After performing the proposed dynamic grouping method, two geographic area groups are distinguished with different colors in the figure. We can find that every group contains two jam areas and the areas in the same group are close to each other. The design intension of our dynamic grouping method is achieved.
The PRR of DGRSA in different cases is presented in Figs. 16, 17 , and 18. Three geo-based algorithms are selected as comparisons, namely EGRSA, RGRSA, and SGRSA.
In the three figures, the PRR of EGRSA is always roughly equal to the PRR of SGRSA. This is because the difference between EGRSA and SGRSA is that EGRSA can eliminate boundary interference, but the boundary interference is not able to be reflected obviously in PRR as we explained before. And the performance of DGRSA, EGRSA, and SGRSA has the advantage with respect to RGRSA due to energy sensing. In Fig. 16 , we find that the performance of EGRSA and SGRSA drops rapidly. The PRR at 100 m is around 85% in the jam scene when there are 600 VUEs totally. It suggests that if there is a VUE located 100 m away from the transmitter, the probability of this VUE to decode the data packet correctly is only around 85%, which is not good enough for the Internet of Vehicles as lots of safety messages need to be sent. While in DGRSA, the PRR can approach 95% when the communication distance is 100 m and the VUEs' amount is equal to 600. Most of VUEs can communicate with each other normally and regularly when DGRSA is utilized. The similar result is also found in Figs. 17 and 18 . DGRSA keeps a relatively high performance, and the other three schemes does not perform good enough.
Besides, the DGRSA shows a crushing resistance to a large degree when Figs. 16, 17, and 18 are compared together. With increasing the total amount of VUEs from 600 to 1200 in the interval of 300, the EGRSA, SGRSA, and RGRSA sharply decrease in PRR. However, the DGRSA keeps fine performance even if the amount of VUEs is increased to 1200. This can be explained that jam areas will be matched in pair in spite of the VUEs' growing total amount, and these geographic area pairs are allocated with more resource blocks. The efficiency of resource blocks rises up in DGRSA.
By the way, the jam areas in Fig. 15 are concentrated so that traffic congestion is extremely serious especially when quite a lot of VUEs are deployed in the scene. In this situation, VUEs near from each other in jam areas will achieve a similar result once they detect the average received energy on resource blocks in EGRSA or SGRSA. Collisions among these VUEs take place because all of these VUEs are likely to select a resource block which has relatively low energy based on the similar result. Therefore, the PRR of EGRSA and SGRSA decreases and is lower than the PRR of RGRSA when the communication distance is less than 50 m in Fig. 18 .
All in all, the DGRSA performs better than other geobased algorithms in the jam scene because vehicle density is taken into account in DGRSA. The PRR of it maintains in a good condition. Most of data packets are likely to be decoded successfully.
For guaranteeing the universality of the simulation, the number of jam areas is increased to 5 and we choose the areas 1, 3, 6, 12, and 13 to become jam areas instead. The PRR of DGRSA and other geo-based algorithms is calculated again.
In Fig. 19 , the 16 geographic areas are also divided into 2 groups. But because the number of jam areas is an odd number, a jam area has to match with an unblocked area. Some resource blocks are wasted. This is a defect of DGRSA. Figure 20 shows the same trend with Fig. 16 in which the DGRSA achieves a gain with respect to other geo-based algorithms in the jam scene. When the communication distance is 100 m and the amount of VUEs is 600, the PRR of DGRSA is still close to 95% which is larger than the PRR of other schemes. With the increasing number of VUEs, the PRR of DGRSA keeps in a high level as shown in Figs. 21 and 22 . The crushing resistance of DGRSA remains meanwhile. The DGRSA still can make VUEs keep a high probability of decoding data packets successfully.
Besides, the jam areas in Fig. 19 are dispersive, which is different with those in Fig. 15 . The PRR of EGRSA and SGRSA is not lower than the PRR of RSRSA in Fig. 22 because traffic congestion is relatively assuasive when quite a lot of VUEs are deployed.
Conclusions
The paper puts forward an enhanced geo-based resource selection algorithm firstly. In this algorithm, each VUE can autonomous select a resource block by location after receiving partition information and mapping relationships from the base station. To compensate its weakness when traffic jams take place, the dynamic geo-based resource selection algorithm is proposed which utilizes the theory of optimal matching in a bipartite graph and adjusts the The simulation results suggest that the enhanced geobased resource selection algorithm obtains a stable gain than sensing algorithm in PRR, and it can reduce the number of boundary collisions. So, the VUE which uses the enhanced geo-based resource selection algorithm is more likely to decode a data packet successfully and this algorithm can be used in more general scenes. Meanwhile, the dynamic geo-based resource selection algorithm is superior to the enhanced geo-based resource selection algorithm as well as some other geo-based algorithms in the performance of PRR especially when traffic jams come up. And this dynamic algorithm has a kind of crushing resistance. So, it is able to guarantee the communication quality between VUEs even if vehicle density is nonuniform. In addition, the geo-based resource selection algorithms have the fast rate of convergence and the low energy consumption. All of our algorithms are proposed and simulated in a Manhattan urban scene which is regulated by 3GPP. The corresponding schemes which are designed and simulated in real map are left for our future work. 
